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Summer 2022 

 
Editor’s Message 
 
The summer heat and thunderstorms have arrived! 
 
The pitter patter of little paws and the washing of those 
little kitten mousse covered faces has begun – some of 
the baby photos on FaceBook are incredibly beautiful, 
should be an interesting Kitten Section at COTY 2023. 
  
The Governing Council AGM was held on the 22nd 
October – the feedback minutes and Constitution/Rule 
changes appear further on in this Newsletter. 
 
This eNews also show cases WPCC Cat Show and the 
popular Cape Top Cat event. 
  
Summer is also a time for festivities and family 
gatherings in our end of the world.  
Even though our petrol/diesel prices have gone through 
the roof, the repo rate keeps on increasing, our 
electricity supply is erratic, the cost of living is crazy and 
our roads are full of huge potholes- we are still in a 
better situation than many other countries because we 
are blessed with a proudly South African attitude and 
sense of humour. It takes a nation to make a nation and 
it takes many different kinds of cat people to make a Cat 
Fancy. 
 

     
 
Have a great festive season! 
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 SACC COMMUNICATION 
 

 
Central & Registration Office:  Johan has set up a Google 
Members Group and he has sent out “invites”- the onus 
is on you to follow the invite instructions.  
If you are a member of a SACC Cat Club and have not 
received the invite, please contact sacatreg@iafrica.com 
and request same from Johan.  The Group forum will be 
used to send out SACC only information and is not an 
interactive group. 
 
Email: sacatreg@iafrica.com 
Phone: 011 616 7017 
Cell:       082 549 2931 
Postal: P.O. Box 287, Oudtshoorn, Western Cape, 6620. 
 
Google Business Profile:  There was an excellent 
response to the post COTY article- according to the stats 
it had over 1000 views between September and 
November. 
 
Face book:  This continues to attract new members 
which are all previewed before acceptance. There are 
still a few members of the Group who try to 
advertise/promote their wares or their cats/kittens. This 
is not an advertising site- if you want to advertise, it is so 
easy to create your own page.  
 
eNews: This will continue to be published 4 times a year 
and will contain show photos and articles which, 
hopefully, are of interest to some. 
 
Breed Standards: There were a few changes to the 
General SOP which will be uploaded to the website and 
the Facebook Group as soon as they are received from 
the Breed Council Secretary. 
 
Website: No major changes have taken place. All the 
SOPs have been converted to pdf files – this should not 
create issues but if you do have problems opening a pdf, 
please contact websacc1@gmail.com. 
 

 
 
 

COTY and where it is held 
 
The area where Cat of the Year is held annually is 
dependent on which Cat Club has requested to hold it.  
 
How does it work?  
 
Firstly, let me explain how Governing Council works: 
there are 7 Cat Clubs- Gauteng has 3 Clubs and the other 
Provinces each have 1 Club. A Delegate from each club 
together with the 4 Management people, the Registrar, 
the Breed Council Secretary and the Judges’ Council 
representative make up the Governing Council, however 
only the Club Delegates have the right to vote on 
proposals and matters at the AGM.  
 
COTY is a SACC event which is hosted by one of the 7 Cat 
Clubs. Governing Council does not choose the host, a Cat 
Club requests to host the event after taking many things 
into consideration- such as financial state of the club, 
committed workforce or not, Main Sponsor approval 
(the area has to be logistically viable for the sponsor), 
ample accommodation and ease of access for people 
travelling. 
 
Some feel it is unfair that it is in Gauteng again next year- 
but others would have said it was unfair if it had been 
held in KZN or Cape Town or Port Elizabeth or Kimberley.  
 
In a perfect world each 7-year cycle (7 clubs) would 
mean that Gauteng hosted the event 3 times and 
Kimberley, Cape Town, KZN and Port Elizabeth would 
each host it once within the time period. But the world 
is not perfect and it takes many hands to host COTY- 
hands which are not always available due to other 
commitments.  
 
The bottom line is COTY takes place in the Province of 
whichever Club is willing to host the event.  
 
So, if you want COTY in your particular Province - ask 
your Club to host it and then actually help in some way 
because COTY does not just happen overnight – it takes 
months of planning, visiting venues, choosing décor and 
design work, sound, food, finding pet friendly 
accommodation, fetching and carrying, setting up, 
ensuring Trophies are returned- the list is never ending 
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and it is totally unrealistic to expect a few Committee 
Members to do everything. 
Of course, we all know that COTY is an expensive event 
for the exhibitor but it only happens once a year so 
budgeting is definitely on the cards if you have a really 
good cat and you want to attend.  
 
There is another area of confusion for some. The 
National Qualifier (NQ) and National Winner (NW) 
suffixes which you can add to your adult or neuter cat’s 
pedigree. 
If your cat qualifies for COTY but does not attend, you 
may not use the NQ suffix on his/her pedigree.  
If your cat qualifies for the Kitten of the Year section you 
may not use the NQ/NW suffix. 
If you cat qualifies for the Domestic Pet of the Year 
section you may not use the NQ /NW suffix. 
Neuter of the Year may use the both the NW and the NQ 
suffixes. 
Entire of the Year may use both the NW and the NQ 
suffixes. 
The following are the only suffixes that can appear on a 
cat’s pedigree: - 
DM- Distinguished Merit (awarded to a Sire or Dam 
based on the show success of his/her progeny). 
NQ- National Qualifier (awarded to Neuter and Entire 
cats that qualify for COTY.) 
NW- National Winner (awarded to Neuter and Entire 
COTY Winner). 
RQ and RW- Regional Qualifier/Regional Winner 
(awarded in those regions which hold a physical Top Cat 
event). 
 
Therefore, the suffix WW or WQ (WODAC 
Winner/Qualifier) may not appear on your pedigrees. 
WODAC was an annual event but was not run by SACC, 
it was only the cat hall which was the responsibility of 
our fancy plus WODAC no longer exists as a concept. The 
annual event is now a PET EXPO with multiple cat 
organisations represented.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

FINAL SHOW ROUNDUP 2022 
 
 
The Western Cape Cat Club held the final show for 2022 
on the 23 September. The Capetonians were out in full 
force to present their beautiful cats for the judges to 
assess. Knowing that the Cape Top Cat competition was 
to follow must have had everyone’s nerves on edge! 
 
Special thanks to Ursula van der Riet for providing the 
eye candy- all images are courtesy of Ursula unless 
otherwise specified.  
 
The PET Best in Show lineup: 
 

 
 
Master Bella Rose and Supreme Master Gabriella both 
owned by Irene Sommerfeld and Princess Leia owned by 
Juan Viviers. 
 
Pet of the Day was the very pretty medium hair calico 
spay Supreme Master Gabriella owned by Irene. 
 

 



The KITTEN Best in Show lineup 
 

 
 
Cherie Lee Sylvie owned by Lara van Zyl. 
The Legends Denzel Washington owned by Petra Smith 
and Petricia Oosthuizen. 
Sherada Sunrise VIC Thor of Abyzula owned by Adri 
Swart. 
Abyzula Save the Last Dance owned by Adri Swart. 
Mai Thai Dream Dancer owned by Charlotte vd Riet. 
 
Kitten of the Day was the beautiful Blue Abyssinian 
owned and bred by Adri Swart. 
 

 
 
  
 

The ENTIRE Best in Show line up. 
 

 
Photo courtesy of Johan Lamprecht 

 
Melluandia Mojito *PL(Imp) owned by Leon vd 
Westhuizen and Carol Middleton. 
Valkyrie Always Dreaming owned by Bernice Venter. 
Sherlah Tazanny owned by Lynel du Toit. 
Cherie-Lee Pippa owned by Jean van Zyl. 
RU* Unicum Otilia of Dark Moon (Imp) owned by Lenka 
and Karlo Hendriksz 
 
Entire of the Day was the elegant Seal Point Siamese 
owned and bred by Lynel du Toit 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



The Neuter Best in Show line up. 
 

 
Photo courtesy of Johan Lamprecht 

 
GeeDees Janis Joplin owned by Vida van Dyk. 
Kashew’s Glitz owned by Nicholas Nortier. 
Kashew’s Troika owned by Elize Viviers. 
Esky Wilson owned by Natasja Burger. 
Lilac Time Playboy owned by Charlene du Toit. 
 
Neuter of the Day was the handsome American 
Shorthair Kashew’s Troika owned by Elize Viviers. 
 

 
 
So, which of these beautiful cats became the Western 
Province Cat Club’s CAT of the DAY? 
 
Was it the Siamese Entire or 
 
The Neuter American Shorthair or 
 
The Kitten Abyssinian 
 

???????????????????????????????????????????? 

A big part of the cat show is the Best Decorated Cage. 
This show the honours went to Cecil and Debbie Viviers. 
 

 
Photo courtesy of Johan Lamprecht 

 
 
And finally……………………………………… 
 
Cat of the Day was ABYZULA SAVE the LAST DANCE 
Abyssinian Kitten owned by Adri Swart. 

 
Adri and her baby pictured in front of the Hills banner 
with her winning rosette made by Rushford Rosettes. 



CAPE TOP CAT  
 
The Cape Top Cat competition is the highlight of the 
show season for Capetonians. Once again it was run by 
Western Province Cat Club under the capable guidance 
of Adri Swart and her team of hardworking supporters. 
Photos courtesy of Charlotte vd Riet. 
 
10 Neuters, 10 Entires and 5 Kittens compete for the 
Cape Top Cat Trophy and 5 Domestic Cats compete for 
the Cape Top Pet Award. And of course, one South 
African cat will also win the SA Bred Trophy.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



And so, the judging begins and before long the places 
have been decided. 
 

CAPE TOP DOMESTIC PET 
 

 
Master Bella Rose 
Owned by Irene Sommerfeld 
 
2nd place to 5th place Domestic Pets. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CAPE TOP KITTEN 
 

 
Abyzula Save the Last Dance 
Owned and bred by Adri Swart 
 
2nd place to 5th place Kittens. 
 

 
 
 
 



Cape Top Neuter 
 

 
Davante Sterling Silver 
Owned by Saira Webber  
Bred by Vanessa Ling Howell 
 
2nd place to 5th place Neuters 
 

 
 

6th to 10th place Neuters 
 

 
 
 
Cape Top Entire 
 

 
Sherlah Tazanny 
Owned & Bred by Lynel du Toit 
 



2nd to 5th place Entires 
 

 
 
 

 
 

6th to 10th place Entires 
 

 
 

CAPE TOP CAT 2022  
BEST SA BRED 

 

 
SHERLAH TAZANNY 
Seal Point Siamese Female 
Owned & Bred by Lynel du Toit 



GC of SACC AGM Feedback 

 
The following people were confirmed as position 
holders: Ngaio Crawley (Chairperson); Karen 
Labuschagne (Secretary); Jan van Rooyen (Treasurer & 
International Liaison Officer); Ingrid de Wet (Breed 
Council Secretary) and Karen Pepler (Judges’ Council 
Delegate). 
Apologies were received from: 
 Eastern Cape Cat Club Delegate and the Registrar. 
 
Ingrid de Wet, following the Breed Council Report, 
informed the meeting of the outcome of the Breed 
Council Ballot Vote. The ballots had been counted by 3 
Delegates and audited by The Vice President and 
President on the previous evening. The Delegates voted 
in favour of accepting the Ballots.  
 
A) All the Proposals for changes to the Detailed Colour 
and Pattern Document passed therefore the document 
will be edited and circulated ¹ with the following 
changes: 

1. The colour code for Cameo is now Sh (Ca will 
no longer apply) 

2. The hocks of ALL Silver Tortoiseshell Tabbies 
will be patched with Tortoiseshell colouring 
(not self-colour as currently stated in the SOP). 

3. Chinchilla Silvers – Pad tufts to be white. (Not 
white, black or pewter as currently stated.). 

4. Chinchilla Goldens- Pad tufts to be gold. (Not 
underside of paws black as currently stated). 

5. Golden Colour Description- add after Blue 
Shaded Golden: Note: Any colour may be 
combined with gold. The undercoat to be some 
shade of pale honey to deep apricot. Chin, ear 
tufts, chest and under parts gold. Head, back, 
flanks and tail any shade of gold, tipped or 
shaded with the genetic colour to give a golden 
appearance. Face, legs and end of tail tipped or 
shaded with the genetic colour. The undercoat 
of dilute colours will be a paler gold. The 
degree of tipping or shading should be as 
described above for chinchilla or shaded 
goldens. Eye colour green or blue green. Nose 
leather brick or deep pink outlined in the 
genetic colour. Paw pads, eye rims, lips and 
paw pads as for the genetic colour. (This 

replaces the detailed colour descriptions in the 
current SOP). 

6. Patched with White/Bicolour- Only the 
detailed description of the pattern to be in the 
document. (The pages of colour combinations 
to be removed). 

¹the amended SACC Colour and Pattern 2023 Document has been 

circulated and uploaded to the website. 
 

B) All Proposals regarding the Foreign Breeds were 
unsuccessful. 
 
Karen Pepler presented the Judges’ Council Report- 
The British Longhair achieved Championship Status 
during 2022. Veronica Knight (previously from the Cape 
Panel and who relocated to the UK) has applied to and 
been accepted as a Judge for TICA. The Judges’ Council 
AGM/Symposium will be held in February 2023. 
 
The SACC Registrar’s Report was presented by Jan van 
Rooyen. There was a huge increase in Imported Cat 
registration as well as an increase in the transference of 
cats from other registering bodies from the previous 
year. The Registry hard drive crashed but all data has 
been recovered or re uploaded to the system so all is 
back in full working order. 1081 pedigree cats and 127 
domestic cats were shown during the 2021/2022 show 
season. 
 
SACC Constitutional changes. 
 
Article 27 DUTIES AND POWERS OF GC of SACC AND 
THE DELEGATES has been changed. 
 
Item 12 MEMBER CLUB SECRETARY OF RECORD- Clause 
12.1 has been changed. 
 
Registration Rule changes 
 
Registration Rule 7 has been re numbered and the 
following sub-paragraph has been added- 
 
7(b) If a breeder suspects a litter has been produced by 
more than one stud, the litter may still be registered on 
condition that:  
• DNA test results of every kitten in the litter and all 
possible studs are submitted to the SA Cat registrar. 
Note: off springs’ colours and patterns will not be 
considered as proof of sire in this instance.  



• The test must be based on a blood sample (rather 
than a buccal swab), which blood sample must be taken 
and submitted by a vet.  
• The test results must indicate which stud is the sire of 
which kitten.  
• Two separate SACR F3 (Application for the 
registration of one litter) documents must be 
completed, one document for each stud’s offspring. 
 
Show Rule changes 
 
Rule 8.1 (Judging) this rule has been amended to reflect 
the changes made by Judges’ Council in 2020. 
 
Rule 14 GRAND CHALLENGE AND GRAND PREMIER 
CERTIFICATES 
Pointed Grand Class amended to read: 
 
Colourpoint Persians, Colourpoint British shorthairs and 
longhairs, Birmans, Ragdolls, Siamese, all Tonkinese 
etc. Self points and Tabby points (including golden 
pointed) are in the same Pointed Grand class. All 
Siberians, whether pointed and non-pointed, will 
compete in the same Grand class because they are not 
judged on colour. 
 
Rule 18 LOCAL AND GENERAL 
 
Rules 18 (c) and 18 (g) have been abolished. 
 
An application for affiliation of the Breed Group “Curls 
and Twirls” was tabled. The group was provisionally 
accepted pending a few minor revisions to the 
paperwork. Recommendations sent to the group. 
 
Show Calendar was approved- awaiting confirmation of 
dates from ECCC and PCS. 
 
SACC COTY 2023 will be hosted by Rand Cat Club and 
will be held in Gauteng or it’s surrounds. 
 
***Please note that the updated SACC Constitution; 
SACC Show Rules; SACC Registration Rules are available 
from the website and the Files Section of the SACC 
Facebook Page and Group. 
 
The Show Dates in this Newsletter should be viewed as 
Provisional until the Official Show Calendar is released 
from the Central Office. 

MARCH    

04.03.2023 RCC JAN VAN ROOYEN 082 775 6730 

25.03.2023 WPCC 
(SAASA) 

ADRI SWART 082 405 5437 

APRIL    

    

22.04.2023 TCS GAIL NEL 082 446 8189 

29.04.2023 PCS* JANE GOBLE 082 784 3126 

30.04.2023 PCS* JANE GOBLE 082 784 3126 

MAY    

06.05.2023 PCS* JANE GOBLE 082 784 3126 

07.05.2023 PCS* JANE GOBLE 082 784 3126 

13.05.2023 CFC ELIZABETH VAN 
RENEN 

082 829 1118 

27.05.2023 WPCC ADRI SWART 082 405 5437 

JUNE    

03.06.2023 NCFS WENDY WELHAM 083 633 3344 

    

JULY    

14.07.2023 PET EXPO   

15.07.2023 PET EXPO 
(TCS)  

GAIL NEL 082 446 8189 

16.07.2023 PET EXPO 
(TCS)  

GAIL NEL 082 446 8189 

29.07.2023 SACC 
COTY 
2023 
(RCC) 
GAUTENG 

JAN VAN ROOYEN 082 775 6730 

AUGUST    

19.08.2023 CFC/ 
GAUTENG 
TOP CAT 

ELIZABETH VAN 
RENEN 

082 829 1118 

    

SEPTEMBER    

02.09.2023 RCC JAN VAN ROOYEN 082 775 6730 

30.09.2023 WPCC ADRI SWART 082 405 5437 

OCTOBER    

21.10.2023 CAPE TOP 
CAT 

ADRI SWART 082 405 5437 

    

*Tentative show dates – to be confirmed 

ECCC -still awaiting submission of dates 
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AILUROPHOBIA-what is it? 

Medically reviewed by Joslyn Jelinek, LCSW — By Traci 
Pedersen on July 11, 2022 
 
 Ailurophobia, an extreme and irrational fear of cats, is a 
type of animal phobia that is not as well-known as other 
animal phobias, such as a fear of snakes or spiders, and 
is often not considered to be a serious phobia. 
It is also known as gatophobia, elurophobia, 
felinophobia and cat phobia. 
 
A variety of factors may drive cat phobia. Some people 
fear being bitten, scratched, or attacked by a cat. For 
others, it’s a belief that cats are evil. This is particularly 
true for black cats — who have their own phobia called 
mavrogatphobia. 
For other people, the distress is driven by disgust rather 
than pure dread, similar to a person’s reaction toward 
cockroaches or rats. 
While ailurophobia isn’t recognized as a distinct disorder 
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, 5th edition, text revision (DSM-5-TR), its 
symptoms fall under the diagnostic criteria for specific 
phobia: Animal type. 
 
What are the symptoms of ailurophobia? 
Ailurophobia symptoms may be emotional, 
psychological, or physical. These symptoms might be 
similar to what’s experienced in an anxiety disorder or 
a panic attack. 
Emotional or psychological symptoms of ailurophobia 
may include: 

• intense anxiety or fear 
• racing thoughts 
• fear of losing control 
• dread 
• disgust 
• insomnia 
• avoidance of anyplace with cats (including the 

homes of friends or family members with cats) 
Physical symptoms of ailurophobia may include the 
following: 

• rapid breathing or breathlessness 
• trembling 
• dizziness 
• confusion 
• brain fog 
• racing heart 

• sweating 
• chest pain 
• nausea 
• headache 

 
What causes ailurophobia? 
The exact cause of ailurophobia is unclear. The source 
may differ for each person and stem from various 
factors. 
Contributing factors to ailurophobia may include: 

• Genetics. Phobias and other anxiety disorders 
often run in families. Studies on twins have 
found phobias to be inherited. 

• Previous bad experience with cats. A person 
who was attacked by a cat in childhood may 
develop ailurophobia. 

• Dysfunctional brain chemistry or 
circuitry.  suggests that anxiety disorders, such 
as PTSD and specific phobias, may stem from a 
dysfunction in brain circuitry. 

• Having another anxiety disorder or other 
phobias. Individuals with one phobia are more 
likely to have another phobia. 

• Having a close family member with 
ailurophobia. If your mom or dad has an intense 
fear of cats, you may have learned this fear by 
watching them. 

How is ailurophobia diagnosed? 
According to the DSM-5-TR, a diagnosis of specific 
phobia of any type is given if your symptoms meet the 
following criteria: 

• Significant fear or anxiety toward a specific 
object (in ailurophobia, it’s cats). 

• The trigger (cats) almost always leads to sudden, 
intense fear or anxiety. 

• The fear is far more severe than the actual risk 
of the specific object or situation. 

• Triggers (friends’ homes with cats or pet shops) 
are actively avoided or endured with severe 
anxiety. 

• The phobia (fear of cats) is persistent and lasts 6 
months or more. 

• The phobia (fear of cats) results in clinically 
significant distress or impaired functioning. For 
example, you can no longer go home because 
your roommate got a new cat. 

• The phobia (fear of cats) is not better explained 
by the symptoms of another mental disorder, 

https://psychcentral.com/reviewers/joslyn-jelinek-lcsw
https://psychcentral.com/authors/traci-pedersen
https://psychcentral.com/authors/traci-pedersen
https://psychcentral.com/lib/dsm-5
https://psychcentral.com/lib/dsm-5
https://psychcentral.com/anxiety/specific-phobia-symptoms
https://psychcentral.com/anxiety/specific-phobia-symptoms
https://psychcentral.com/anxiety/anxiety-disorders-and-phobias-in-the-dsm-5/
https://psychcentral.com/anxiety/types-of-panic-attacks/
https://psychcentral.com/disorders/ptsd/


such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). 

 
How is ailurophobia treated? 
 
Treatment for specific phobias may include one or more 
of the following techniques: 
• Flooding. This technique gives you the 
maximum level of exposure to your trigger without any 
attempt to lessen the anxiety. Flooding is considered the 
most effective intervention for many phobias, and 
research shows it has a response rate of 80%-90%. 
• Desensitization techniques. This treatment 
exposes you to a list of your triggers, starting with the 
least to the most anxiety-provoking. You can also learn 
various techniques to deal with anxiety, such as 
relaxation and breathing techniques. 
• Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing 
(EMDR). EMDR treats the events in which you’ve 
encountered cats as unprocessed traumas. You would 
then work through these memories to overcome your 
fear of cats. 
• Virtual reality (VR) therapy. You could overcome 
your fear by interacting with cats on a VR screen. 
• Medication. 
 
Coping strategies 
 
There are several things you can do to cope with 
ailurophobia. 
Visualization techniques 
Visualization techniques allow you to use your 
imagination to confront your fears. If you have 
ailurophobia, you can visualize certain situations 
involving cats and see yourself successfully handling 
them. 
For example, you might imagine yourself walking into a 
pet shop. 
As you “walk in” the pet shop’s front door, you might see 
yourself breathing deeply and imagining how it would 
feel to not have any fear. In your mind’s eye, you could 
walk toward the cats. Perhaps you imagine yourself just 
looking at them or petting them without any anxiety. 
Meditation 
Anxiety-reducing practices, such as meditation, can help 
you feel less distressed and fearful in the long term. 
When you encounter a phobia trigger, it causes your 
body to release high levels of the stress hormone 
cortisol, leading to the “fight-or-flight” state. 

In contrast, meditation trains your brain and body to 
reach a highly relaxed state called the “relaxation 
response” — essentially the opposite of the fight-or-
flight state. 
Remaining calm when you encounter a trigger may help 
you overcome ailurophobia. 
 
When to seek help 
 
Consider seeking professional treatment if ailurophobia 
interferes with daily functioning. For instance, if you 
can’t visit your best friend’s home because he has a cat, 
seeking treatment for your phobia could improve your 
quality of life. 
In contrast, constantly avoiding cats can make your fear 
worse. If you go out of your way to avoid cats and 
accidentally encounter one in the street, it could lead to 
a panic attack. 
 
Article reproduced from the following website: 
https://psychcentral.com/anxiety/ailurophobia 
 
 
 
Who could fear this sweet face? 

 
 
Image by https://www.freepik.com 
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TRIVIA TIME 

 
1) Who wrote the book “The Guest Cat” in 2001. 
 
2) What was the name of the 1st Abyssinian in Holland 
in 1937? 
 
3) ASAGPINRU is an anagram of which cat breed? 
 
4) Per- Olav Kindgren is a Classical Guitarist and 
Composer wrote this guitar piece when inspired by a 
village in Spain where cats are the primary inhabitants? 
 
5) Who painted the Cat’s Lunch in the early 19th Century? 
 
6) Who is considered to be the Patron Saint of Cats? 
 
7) What is the full name of Sabrina Spellman’s cat? 
 
8) What were cats thought to be in Ancient Celtic 
culture? 
 
9) Barivel holds the Guinness World Record for being the 
longest domestic cat- 119cms. What breed is Barivel? 
 
10) Who is the President of the UK’s GCCF? 
 
11) Which actress played Old Deuteronomy in the movie 
of Cats. 
 
12) In the animated movie Puss in Boots-which actor is 
the voice of Puss in Boots? 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Clubs and Contacts for Events 
 
REGISTRAR – sacatreg@iafrica.com 
CFC: CAT FANCIERS CLUB, Gauteng 
Elizabeth van Renen  
ECCC: EASTERN CAPE CAT CLUB, Port Elizabeth 
Rita Wiseman 
NCFS: NORTHERN CAPE FREE STATE, Kimberley  
Wendy Welham 
PCS: PROVINCIAL CAT SOCIETY, KZN 
Jane Goble 
RCC: RAND CAT CLUB, Gauteng 
Jan van Rooyen 
TCS: TRANSVAAL CAT SOCIETY, Gauteng 
Gail Nel  
WPCC: WESTERN PROVINCE CAT CLUB, Cape 
Adri Swart 
SAASA: SA ABY & SOMALI ASSOCIATION, Cape 
Adri Swart 
CAPE TOP CAT 
Adri Swart 
GC AGM: GOVERNING COUNCIL AGM 
Karen Labuschagne 
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